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The best online auction sites are a fantastic way to snap up bargains. You can often find both old and new items for less, offering you willing to bid against other users for them and claiming with both amateur and professional vendors. To ensure you get the best service and the best price, choosing the right online auction site is essential for your needs. We've chosen the five best online auction sites out
there right now, with each offering different strengths and weaknesses. We know what you think - why use anything but eBay? Well, eBay certainly has the most eyes on it with hundreds of millions of users, but that's not necessarily the best. Its cost structure is quite expensive, and it doesn't always have rare or unusual items listed on it. Sometimes it's best to visit a smaller auction site to find the best
deals. Generally speaking, when tracking a unique item, it makes sense to try a few different options first. In general, you want a simple one to use experience that is also safe and secure before you transfer money through this service. We focused our efforts on looking at online auction sites that combine ease of use and safety while still having plenty of products you may want to buy. While it was tempting
to mention some very vague choices, we focused on medium to large online auction sites so that you guarantee a decent amount of stock to browse or a good number of people to look at what you plan on selling. If you need more shopping advice, we have a guide to the best online shoe stores, and the best giftcard exchange sites. (Image Credit: eBay) Costs: Yes | Customer Support: Online Chat, Phone |
Business Users?: Yes | Payment methods: PayPal, Skrill, ProPay, Credit Card182 million eBay live users live chat support easy to use expensive interface the biggest name on online auction sites, eBay, generally have their first port of call for sale or online shopping with other users. Put simply, with over 180 million registered and growing users, their products are much more likely to sell, and you're much
more likely to find out what you want here. This site is incredibly serist to use, too, with options for listing items internationally, a comprehensive ranking system, and plenty of payment methods available. A mixture of auction-style bidding and its purchase now options mean you can always choose what works best for you, with auctions tending to lead to better deals. It comes at a cost, though. Literally. eBay
is so expensive when it comes to the costs it charges, and while vendors receive a certain number of listings for free each month, they still charge a commission for each sale. There are fees for many other update features, too, so can get expensive. However, for many eyes on products, you can't beat eBay, and a great reason to take it Popular there - it's incredibly simple to use.2. eBid.net: Best Online
Auction Site Value (Image Credit: eBid)Cost: Yes | Customer Support: Email Email Business Users?: Yes | Payment methods: PayPal, Skrill, Credit Card FeesCheap can buy lifetime access to reduce customer support costs limiting users less than eBayeBid pride themselves in a cheap way to list items. It's always free to list without limitation, and the maximum sales cost is 5%. Even better, if you plan on
using it often, you can sign up for a lifetime vendor plan and benefit from even more rewards like free photos and no final value fees, among others, to save money in the long run. This is a useful option if you plan on selling a lot, but you need to be a little cautious. That's because eBid has significantly fewer users than eBay. It is active worldwide but only has about 3 million registered users, which can
make a difference to your sales chances. On the other hand, it means that users browsing your items may be tempted by less competition to attract them. Despite its smaller user base, eBid is a tempting option if you want to get away from eBay's overwhelming nature and expensive costs thanks to its cost system and easy to use interface. (Image Credit: WebStore) Costs: No | Customer Support: Email,
Mail (!) | Business Users?: Yes | Payment methods: PayPal, Credit Card FeesNo Rare Items ListNo Resolution Center Website Design Scandal does things different from competition because it fully supports donation, meaning there is no charge to pay. Unusually, it also allows users to purchase some items without signing up for an account, although this is low at the seller's discretion. This combination
of features means that Webstore is quite popular among those listing unusual or rare items, and it is certainly attractive in its quirkiness. However, it also means you will return a lot if there is a problem. Support is basic and via email (or physical!), and there is no resolution center with issues needed to be resolved between buyer and seller. The website is also terribly designed by modern standards, but at
least functional. That may seem like a lot of negativity, but you will be surprised by the quirky things you can find here, and it's a more attractive proposition than you'd expect. You may use it as religiously as eBay, but it's surprising what you can come across with the casual roster. (Image credit: Bonanza) Costs: Yes | Customer Support: Email | Business Users?: Yes | Payment methods: PayPal, credit
card, debt attractive card layout made in photo editing tools can import from other user number-bound sites with enthusiasm for unusual, Bonanza seems almost like Etsy with categories that capture as much emotion as it does the product type. That could make it a perfect place for gift ideas as well as for sale. Bonanza appreciates it competing against it as you can easily copy your items across from
eBay, Amazon, and Etsy, as well as use your photo editor to Designed to modify images on your site. So predictably, predictably, The big issue here is that a lot of people use Bonanza so you won't get reaching out to you with more significant sites. It also has quite limited support with email only or live chat if you wish to pay more. On the plus side, costs are fairly well priced, and you can choose to sign up
for a professional account to increase your credit. Bonanza has some neat ideas that you want to use it more. It just needs more users to visit a site. 5. Zip Auctions - Best Traditional Online Auction Site (Image Credit: Zip Auctions)Cost: Yes | Customer Support: Email | Business Users?: Yes | Payment methods: Credit card, debt card trail from 'real' simple auction to using the website some exotic lots are
not always comfortable if you love the excitement of standing in the auction hall and making a 'proper' offer, then the zip auction is for you. It captured the same spirit, allowing you to propose in real time for different items. These are quite unusual cases a lot of the time, which can make things more attractive. It's simple to use, and you can pay through the usual methods, potentially your bag is a strange
result. However, those advantages are similar to the disadvantages of zipper auctions. It's an attractive site, but some items are a little too exotic, and it's not always appropriate to need to be available for the bidding process. We can't help but admire the ambition here, though, and merely as something to browse through and sometimes take a shot at, the zip auction is far more gripping than larger sites. It's
almost addictive watching obvious bidding. Just watch out for your limited customer support, which can cause issues. How we research our best online auction sites review each online auction site and check out numerous different factors. That includes how easy they look through as a guest, along with how simple the registration process was and how quickly you can get started. We are also looking for a
mixture of common and unusual items to see the breadth of what each online auction site offered. We also researched the cost structure for each site extensively and consulted how simple it was to get in touch with the site if an issue arose. Finally, we looked at how users could resolve issues between the buyer and the seller if any occurred. How much does it cost to sell on an online auction site? Online
auction sites have many ways to eat to the bottom line of their sales. Here are the most common expenses you need to consider:Subscription fees can range between $2 and $299 per month. The cost depends on how much you sell and what vendor tools you want to combine in your store. Vendor verification fees are often free, but can sometimes cost between $10 and $29. Some sites require monthly
payments to maintain verification. The cost of the final value of the percentage of each auction site takes out any sales you make. These percentages are between 0.75 and 10 percent and vary depending on how much the final offer is. have sites like eBay and eBid Rates that remain consistent with any sale. What's the difference between a listing and a web store? A single item that you list at an auction is
a listing. The list has product descriptions, suggested sale prices and photos. Unfortunately, most sites only allow you to list certain numbers of items for free before charging you for each list. If you want to avoid this cost and many items for sale, look at opening a web store. The web store allows you to pay a monthly subscription for lower list fees and lower overall fees. Buyers can browse all their lists in
one place, instead of finding you by searching for individual items. Are online auctions safe? Auction fraud usually occurs when a seller does not ship a purchased item. It can also happen when you accidentally buy black market goods and are subject to multiple hidden costs. It is important to research every vendor you buy from. Be wary of your overseas vendors or anyone asking you to pay electronic
payments to a P.O. box if you buy on an auction site, be sure to pay with a credit card or another payment option where you can pay charges if you don't receive items. Don't check and never send cash. Cash.
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